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The Senate met.
The Senate was called to order by Senator Alan Lasee.
The roll was called and the following Senators answered to

their names:
Senators Breske, Brown, Carpenter, Chvala, Cowles,

Darling, Decker, Ellis, Erpenbach, S. Fitzgerald, George,
Hansen, Harsdorf, Jauch, Kanavas, Kedzie, A. Lasee, Lazich,
Leibham, M. Meyer, Moore, Panzer, Reynolds, Risser, Robson,
Roessler, Schultz, Stepp, Welch, Wirch and Zien − 31.

Absent − None.
Absent with leave − None.

The Senate stood for the prayer which was offered by Pat
Soddy, Associate Pastor of Monroe United Methodist Church.

Creator God,
We praise You for all you are, for Your mighty acts of
compassion,kindness, and justice.  You alone are our God.
Forgive us for not being the people you have called us to be,
cleanses us from the sins in our lives.  Thank you for letting us
gather safely here today and now as we meet, we humbly ask for
Your wisdom and discernment as important decisions are made.
Grant us , Lord , to know all that we should know, to love what
we should love, to esteem what pleases You, and to reject all that
is evil in Your sight. In your name we pray. Amen.

The Senate remained standing and Senator  Breske  led the
Senate in the pledge of allegiance to the flag of the United States
of America.

Senator Lazich, with unanimous consent, asked that the
Senate recess until 11:10 A.M..

10:10 A.M.

RECESS
11:10 A.M.

The Senate reconvened.
Senator A. Lasee in the chair.

ADVICE  AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE
HOLMES, ROBERT W., of Tomah, as a member of the

Savings Bank Review Board, to serve for the term ending May
1, 2005.

Read.

KIEL, DOUGLAS G., of Wauwatosa, as a member of the
Bradley Center Sports and Entertainment Corporation, to serve
for the term ending July 1, 2006.

Read.

KREUNEN, RODNEY W., of Madison, as Commissioner
of Railroads, to serve for the term ending March 1, 2005.

Read.

LOMBARD, DENNIS L., of Manitowoc, as a member of
the Credit Union  Review Board, to serve for the term ending
May 1, 2006.

Read.

MAHR, DR. LARRY D., of Oregon, as a member of the
Veterinary Examining Board, to serve for the term ending July
1, 2006.

Read.

OHBERG, MICHAEL J., of Waukesha, as a member of the
Examining Board of Architects, Landscape Architects,
Professional Engineers, Designers and Land Surveyors, to
serve for the term ending July 1, 2005.

Read.

PAYNE, ULICE, of Greenfield, as a member of the Bradley
Center Sports and Entertainment Corporation, to serve for the
term ending July 1, 2009.

Read.

TIMMERMAN, DOUGLAS J., of Madison, as a member
of the Savings Bank Review Board, to serve for the term ending
May 1, 2005.

Read.

WATTS, MARIA E., of Waukesha, as a member of the Real
Estate Board, to serve for the term ending July 1, 2005.

Read.

The question was: Confirmation?

The ayes and noes were required and the vote was: ayes, 31;
noes, 0; absent or not voting, 0; as follows:

Ayes − Senators Breske, Brown, Carpenter, Chvala,
Cowles, Darling, Decker, Ellis, Erpenbach, S. Fitzgerald,
George, Hansen, Harsdorf, Jauch, Kanavas, Kedzie, A. Lasee,
Lazich, Leibham, M. Meyer, Moore, Panzer, Reynolds, Risser,
Robson, Roessler, Schultz, Stepp, Welch, Wirch and Zien − 31.

Noes − None.

Absent or not voting − None.

Confirmed.
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REFERRALS AND RECEIPT OF
COMMITTEE REPOR TS CONCERNING
PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

Senate Clearinghouse Rule 02−127
Relating to amusement rides and attractions.

Submitted by Department of Commerce.

Report received from Agency, January 29, 2003.

Referred to committee on Economic Development, Job
Creation and Housing, January 30, 2003.

CONSIDERATION  OF MOTIONS AND
RESOLUTIONS

Senate Resolution 2
Relating to: commending the people of Taiwan, Republic of

China.

Read.

Adopted.

SECOND READING AND AMENDMENTS
OF SENATE JOINT RESOLUTIONS AND

SENATE BILLS

Senate Joint Resolution 13
Relating to: recognizing February 6 as Ronald Reagan Day

in the state of Wisconsin.

Read.

Adopted.

Senate Bill 8
Relating to: withholding certain security information from

public inspection.

Read a second time.

Ordered to a third reading.

Senator Panzer, with unanimous consent, asked that the bill
be considered for final action at this time.

Senate Bill  8

Read a third time and passed.

Senator  M. Meyer, with unanimous consent, asked to be
added as a coauthor of Senate Bill  8.

Senator  Robson, with unanimous consent, asked to be
added as a coauthor of Senate Bill  8.

Senator  Hansen, with unanimous consent, asked to be
added as a coauthor of Senate Bill  8.

Senator  Roessler, with unanimous consent, asked to be
added as a coauthor of Senate Bill  8.

Senator  Roessler, with unanimous consent, asked to be
added as a coauthor of Senate Joint Resolution 13.

Senator  Darling, with unanimous consent, asked to be
added as a coauthor of Senate Joint Resolution 13.

SECOND READING AND AMENDMENTS
OF ASSEMBLY JOINT RESOLUTIONS AND

ASSEMBLY BILLS
Assembly Joint Resolution 7

Relating to: celebrating March 1, 2003, as St. David’s Day.
Read.
Concurred in.
Senator Panzer, with unanimous consent, asked that all

action be immediately messaged to the Assembly.

ANNOUNCEMENTS, ADJOURNMENT
HONORS, AND REMARKS UNDER

SPECIAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Cowles, with unanimous consent, asked that when

the Senate adjourns, it do so in honor of Green Bay lawyer and
friend Gary Weidner who passed away recently.

Senator Schultz, with unanimous consent, asked that when
the Senate adjourn, it do so in honor of George Porter a long
time friend, constituent and a true advocate for Wisconsin’s
Agricultural Community.
Mr. George Porter, was not just a Farmer, he was a recognized
leader in the Grant County community of Fennimore.  George’s
life was dedicated first to his wife and four children, but his
service to his community and his commitment to the
preservation of Wisconsin’s family based agriculture is to be
commended.

Mr. Porter was a Veteran of the United State Marine Corp, and
active member of the Grant County Farm Bureau for over 40
years, serving as that organizations president for two terms.

His advocacy for farm issues often carried George here to our
state Capitol, where as an active citizen farmer he often lobbied
this body on behalf of many important agriculture issues,
including Farm Land Assessment, Milk Price supports and
other issues.  George worked tirelessly to improve the lives of
our states most valuable commodity, its farms and it’s farm
families.

George was an inspiration to his family, neighbors and friends.
His dedication and commitment to the important role
agriculture plays in Wisconsin’s history and economy and
traditions should be an insporation to all the members of this
body.

Senator Jauch, with unanimous consent, asked that when
the Senate adjourn, it do so in honor of Jarrod Washburn who
is a pitcher for the Anaheim Angels.

Senator Moore, with unanimous consent, asked that when
the Senate adjourn, it do so in honor of Jessica Clark who is
leaving her staff to serve as a policy advisor in the Governor’s
office.

Senator Wirch, with unanimous consent, asked that when
the Senate adjourn, it do so in honor of his uncle Tom Riley Sr.
a decorated World War II verteran from Kenosha who passed
away recently.

Senator Kanavas, with unanimous consent, asked that when
the Senate adjourn, it do so in honor of Mrs. Sophia Shane. She
passed away last week and was a very well known and respected
woman in the Greek Orthodox community. She was one of only
two women in the United States to be named ”Archronista,” a
title bestwoed upon an individual by the Ecumenical
Patriarchate to honor their devotion and dedication to the Greek
Orthodox Church.

https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/cr/2002/127
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/cr/2002/127
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Sophia Shane spent countless hours at Annunciation Greek
Orthodox Church, whether it was decorating the church for
the Easter celebration, working on the Parish Council, or
devoting time to the church’s philanthropic organization,
Philoptochos Society. In fact, whenever there was a need,
Sophia Shane would be there to help.
She was an excellent example and role model to all of us.
She brought people together and solved problems. She will
be missed by her family, her church and her friends.

Senator Zien, with unanimous consent, asked that when the
Senate adjourn, it do so in honor of all military personnel that
are serving and have served this country in defending freedom.

Senator Zien, with unanimous consent, asked that when the
Senate adjourn, it do so in honor of Kevin Shibilski former
Senator and now the new Secretary of Tourism.

Senator Darling, with unanimous consent, asked that when
the Senate adjourn, it do so in honor of Peace and Security and
hope that it will prevail in these troubling times.

The Chair appoints Senators Panzer and Erpenbach to
escort his excellency the Governor.

Senator Panzer, with unanimous consent, asked that the
Senate adjourn pursuant to Senate Joint Resolution 1 upon the
rising of the joint convention.

Senator Panzer, with unanimous consent, asked that the
Senate recess until 6:45 P.M..

11:29 A.M.

RECESS
6:45 P.M.

The Senate reconvened.

Senator A. Lasee in the chair.

The Chair, with unanimous consent, asked that the Senate
recess for the purpose of awaiting the Governor’s State of the
State Address in Joint Convention in the Assembly Chambers
at 7:00 P.M.

The Senate stood recessed.

6:50 P.M.

RECESS

IN ASSEMBLY CHAMBER IN JOINT
CONVENTION

The President of the Senate in the Chair.

The committee to await upon the Governor appeared with
his excellency the Governor, who delivered his message as
follows:

STATE OF THE STATE ADDRESS

Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, Lieutenant Governor Lawton,
Supreme Court justices, constitutional officers, members of the
Cabinet, distinguished members of the Legislature and fellow
citizens of Wisconsin:

In a spirit of deep honor and urgent purpose, I have come
here today to fulfill my obligation under the Wisconsin
Constitution to report to you on the condition of our state.

And I can summarize that condition simply.  The state of our
government is profoundly troubled.  The State of Wisconsin is
as vibrant as ever.

The state of our government and the condition of our people
are, to be sure, inextricably intertwined.  But the true measure of
Wisconsin’s health lies not in our fiscal deficit but in our
families’ determination −− not in red ink on the budget’s bottom
line, but in the green expanses of our farms and forests −− not in
the halls of state government alone, but in the living rooms,
classrooms and workplaces across our great state.

In those places and more, the vistas and values that define
Wisconsin are thriving.

But here in Madison, we face a crisis −− a budgetary deficit
that imperils state government −− one so severe it will, if we do
not address it, imperil our people too.

The source of this problem was a departure from Wisconsin
values −− and the only solution is a return to them.

Wisconsin’s budget is complex.  Wisconsin’s beliefs are
anything but.

We embrace, rather than avoid life’s toughest tasks.  We
spend what we have, and if we have a little to spare, we share it
with people who have less, or we put it away for a day when we
might fall short.  We don’t take what belongs to others −−
certainly not our children −− and use it to indulge ourselves.

And most of all, we tell it like it is.
I can’t promise you’ll be pleased with all I have to say today

−− or with me for saying it.  All I can promise −− and I do −− is
that I’ll level with you.

Our challenge −− here in this room −− is to prove
Wisconsin’s government worthy of Wisconsin’s people.

Let that challenge begin today.  And let it begin with me.
This won’t be an ordinary State of the State Address.

Speeches delivered from this podium on this occasion are
typically a time for unveiling a litany of new programs, lists of
new priorities and loads of new promises.

But this is a moment for protecting what’s most important
rather than launching a host of new undertakings.  I wish that
wasn’t the case.  This isn’t the kind of speech I wanted to give,
nor, I’m sure, is it the kind you wanted to hear.

There’s a lot I’d like to do that we can’t −− and a lot we’ll
have to do that I’d rather not −− and both of those circumstances
trouble me greatly.

But we are going to get through this together.  And
Wisconsin will emerge a stronger state on the other side.

As I said in my inaugural address, it’s a new day in
Wisconsin.  There’s a can−do spirit shining across our state −−
an ethic of relentless innovation and limitless possibility.  All
you and I need do is harness it.  And harness it we will.

I want you to know the budget has occupied nearly every
minute of my Administration, and it will be the subject of
almost every minute of this address.  In a few weeks, I’ll return
to present my proposals for the budget.  In the interim, I hope to
have the benefit of your ideas −− and somehow I feel pretty sure
I will.

Today, though, I want to explain where we stand, how we
got here, and the principles I believe we should follow on the
road ahead.

The people of Wisconsin are entitled to know how this
problem developed −− not so they can allocate blame; we need
to pull together, not point fingers −− but so we can chart where
we’re going with a clear understanding of where we’ve been.

Right now, Wisconsin faces a $452 million deficit.  For the
next two years, we’re looking at a shortfall of $3.2 billion.  It is
the worst deficit that any Wisconsin governor has ever faced.
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The economic slump hasn’t helped this problem, but neither
was it the sole cause.  The simple fact is this: We’re spending too
much −− and we have been for a long, long time.

Over the last 15 years, state government spending more than
doubled.  The state workforce grew by more than 11,500
people.

We can no longer rely on the economic boom to mask
spending growth.  More than 166,000 of our people are out of
work.  Revenues to the state are down by more than $900
million.  All  the while, government has continued to spend
more and promise more.

Other states have patched their shortfalls by tapping into
rainy−day funds.  The one I found upon taking office contained
$201.  Even at the height of the boom, Wisconsin was one of
only five states that failed to set revenues aside for a rainy day.
Now a storm has broken out, and we’re left without an umbrella.

Wisconsin sold off its nearly $6 billion tobacco settlement
for pennies on the dollar to plug a one year budget hole.  As a
result, we must now find an additional $600 million this year
alone −− just to stay even.

That’s a tragedy for our people −− and it’s especially
heart−breaking for me.  We took the tobacco companies on
when everyone said they were invincible.  The settlement we
won was Wisconsin’s opportunity to invest in smoking
prevention for kids −− health care for our people −− and so many
other needs.

In this budget, the settlement would have provided $250
million in new revenue −− not a dime of it from taxpayers’
pockets.  Without it, services as basic as police and fire
protection are in jeopardy.

Meanwhile, the combination of soaring spending and
dubious bookkeeping resulted in our bonds being downgraded.
Only two states’ ratings are worse.

I wish we weren’t in this mess.  I believe firmly that we
shouldn’t be.  But we are.  We must get out of it.  And we can.

The picture seems bleak.  And our situation demands tough
choices.  But I’m bullish on Wisconsin.

I’ve looked this problem in the eye −− and I’ve looked each
of you in the eye −− and I know we can solve it together.

As we do, I’ll seek your help −− not simply because I want
your support, but because I need your creativity and ideas.  The
answers are as likely to come from where you sit as from where I
stand.

And we need to start today.  Every moment we delay,
government spends more and the deficit deepens.  For this
reason, I have asked the Legislature to convene a special session
to cut immediately this year’s budget by $161 million.

I wish we could eliminate the entire deficit in the five
months left in the fiscal year.  Unfortunately, without cutting
essential services like health care or taking away funds that
school systems and localities have already budgeted, we can’t.

But we can make a serious down payment on the tough work
that awaits us.  Every dollar we don’t spend this year is one we
won’t have to cut next year.  So here’s my challenge: Let’s act
quickly.  And by all means, disagree with what I propose −− but
answer by suggesting cuts of your own.  Each of us has that
responsibility.

No doubt parts of the budget process will be contentious.
Allow me to propose a few principles to guide the way.

The budget is an undertaking of immense importance −− the
fullest single expression of our priorities as a people.  I fully
expect those from different parties to espouse different
principles.  That’s what democracy is about.  And I imagine
there’ll be a few times when Republicans and Democrats in the
Legislature unite across party lines in mutual irritation with me.

But let’s never forget that Republicans and Democrats got
into this fix together, and that’s the only way we’ll get out.  In
lean times, we can’t afford luxuries −− least of all the mindless
extravagance called politics as usual.

This crisis is too big −− too deep −− too firmly rooted for any
one part of our state or segment of our society to shoulder the
burden alone.  We can’t pit one group against another.  As a
matter of morality and mathematics, everyone must share in the
difficult  decisions that lie ahead.

During my budget listening sessions across the state, and
during my first three weeks in office, nothing has had as
profound effect on me as the number of people, from all walks
of life, who have come up to me and said, ”Governor, we know
how big this problem is.  We are all going to have to sacrifice.
And we are all in this together.  Go to it.”

The people of Wisconsin are ready for action.  Now it is time
for us to lead.

To say we should cut spending thoroughly is not to say we
should do so thoughtlessly.  If we slash education, we risk
undermining the asset that makes our state most attractive.  We
must also protect the most vulnerable of our people.  And if we
walk away from our obligations to local government, those who
depend on essential services like police, fire protection and
emergency personnel will pay the price.

Ultimately, what we owe our citizens is a government we
can afford −− and a government that works.  We can make state
government more efficient, and we should.

We will eliminate duplication by consolidating departments
or divisions with overlapping responsibilities.  Just because an
agency or board once served a purpose doesn’t mean it still does
−− or that its purpose is more important than other needs that are
being cut.  And we will review every program to ensure it still
makes sense −− not just its proposed increase, but the base level
of funding too.

Going forward, my mind will be open to every solution −−
except one.  We should not −− we must not −− and I will not −−
raise taxes.

Wisconsin’s problem is not that we tax too little.  It is that we
spend too much.

If  common sense doesn’t lead us to that conclusion, simple
arithmetic will.

Wisconsin is already one of the nation’s most heavily taxed
states.  Adding to the burden would make it virtually impossible
to attract new jobs while destroying more than 50,000 of the
ones we already have.

By costing us jobs, raising taxes would trigger an economic
spiral that would cost us revenue too.  In the long run −− and
perhaps in the short term too −− raising taxes will make the
deficit worse, not better.

Working families are already stretched to the limit.  They’re
paying more for groceries – housing −− utilities −− gasoline −−
and other basic needs.  It would be unfair −− and it would be
wrong −− to raise their taxes too.

Finally, let’s solve this problem once −− and let’s solve it
right.

For too long, Wisconsin has budgeted for today without
thinking about tomorrow.  We’ve allowed structural problems
to accumulate that make each budget more difficult than the one
before.  In the past, government resorted to easy, cosmetic fixes
rather than making the tough calls.

Behind this problem, like most, there’s a possibility −− a
chance to streamline our government, reorder our priorities and
embrace our shared future.

Steep, serious spending cuts are the only way out of the
crisis for now.  But just over the horizon, opportunities abound
−− including the long−term budget solution: education and jobs
policies that reduce the deficit by growing the economy.
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You know, the budget shortfall is serious, and we’ll have to
make painful cuts to overcome it.  But let’s not lose our
perspective.  We’re still going to spend more than $22 billion
over the next two years −− and that’s enough money to make a
real difference in a lot of people’s lives.

We’ll  have to set priorities −− and find creative ways to do
more with less −− but we can.  We can do a great deal even in the
short term to make Wisconsin a better place −− and even more
once we get the budget crisis out of the way.

We can make Wisconsin’s schools −− which are already the
nation’s envy −− even better.

We can improve health care.
We can strengthen Wisconsin’s economy and attract the

very best jobs to our state.
We can preserve and protect Wisconsin’s great natural

resources.
And we can restore integrity to state government
These are my priorities and let me spend a moment on each.
First, the key to great schools has always been great

teachers.  We’re fortunate to have as many as we do −− but we’re
also losing more than we can afford.  Last year, one out of every
seven teachers left the profession.  Their salaries are lagging.
Their health care costs are climbing.  If we want to keep them,
we need to treat our teachers like what they are: professionals
who are highly trained and deeply committed to our kids.

And while we close the budget gap, let’s not forget the
achievement gap.  In Milwaukee, only a third of
African−American eighth graders go on to graduate from high
school.  That’s a terrible, tragic waste.  It’s unacceptable.  And it
must change.

We owe all of Wisconsin’s children −− no matter where they
come from −− a great education.  But today, we spend twice as
much on our richest schools as on our poorest.

It is time to reform the way Wisconsin funds our children’s
education.  That is why tonight I am announcing that I will form
a Governors Task Force on Education Financing.

This is too important of an issue to squeeze it into a budget
proposal or devise a new plan in just a few weeks.

To do it right we need to do two things.  First, all views must
be represented.  Parents, taxpayers, teachers, community
leaders.  Urban districts, rural districts.  Wealthy areas, poorer
areas.

Second, the meetings must be open, in full view of the
public.

What is also very clear given our current budget condition is
that we must look for new ways to harness the creativity,
experience, resources and talents of our communities to make
our schools even better.

We all know the importance of early education in getting our
kids off on the right start.  And we all take great pride in our
university and technical college system.  But, perhaps because I
am the spouse of a middle school educator, I have come to
believe that the middle school years are some of the most crucial
in determining our children’s future.  I have heard experts say it,
I have read statistics to support it, but also seeing my sons and
their friends grow up, I know how true it is.

Jessica and I have decided that we together are going to lead
the effort to establish the Community Connections initiative to
encourage greater community commitment to our middle
schools.

We want people to get involved – serving as mentors,
participating in after school activities, rebuilding playing fields,
providing apprenticeships, or working with a troubled child
during one of the most difficult periods of life.  From a senior
citizen who brings the wise perspective of time to an auto

mechanic who can provide a helping hand in shop class, we all
have something to offer.

But our goal should be not only to get our communities more
involved with our middle school students, but also our students
more involved in their own communities.  The results: greater
civic responsibility, enhanced skills for the new economy,
improved academic performance.

Beyond education, another important priority is health care.
We’ve always had great health care in Wisconsin.  But right

now, the system isn’t working well for anyone involved.
Individuals are paying more and getting less.  Health care costs
are crippling schools and small businesses.  Prescription drug
costs are climbing, especially for seniors.  Not only do rising
health care costs hurt individuals and businesses, they are a
major cause of our state’s fiscal problems.

We need to search for creative solutions to these problems.
Throughout the state, small businesses have told me they

want to do the right thing for their employees, but the rising cost
of insurance premiums is making it harder every day, especially
in troubled economic times.  Farmers tell me of the fear of being
one accident or illness away from financial ruin.

The health care crisis won’t be solved in Madison alone.
And in these difficult budget times, we are even more limited in
what we can do.  But we can take important steps forward.

I am directing state government to develop a Health
Insurance Purchasing Pool to allow small businesses and
farmers to take advantage of the buying power of state
government to purchase more affordable health care coverage
for their employees and their families.

This is a perfect example of how state government can
extend a hand and make a real difference in people’s lives
without establishing an expensive government program.

I have also directed our government to find new ways to
pool our prescription drug purchases, with those of local
governments and even other Midwestern states, so that we can
increase our bargaining power and obtain lower costs for
prescription drugs.

And while we look for new ways to tackle the health care
crisis, we must also protect those programs that help so many
Wisconsin citizens receive the health care they need.  We have
to stand by those who need our help the most because this isn’t
just about quality of life; it’s a matter of life and death.

Third, we must get our economy moving again.
People in Wisconsin earn about 13 percent less than the

national average.  We’ve been falling behind the rest of the
country for 30 years.  Over the last 10 years, we’ve lost more
than 50,000 college graduates to other states.

For too long, state government has acted as though the best
jobs program was hiring more people in the Department of
Commerce.  I believe it’s creating an environment hospitable to
innovation.  I believe it’s creating the best educated work force
in America.  I believe it’s helping small businesses with the
crippling cost of health care.

We can’t run Wisconsin’s economy from this room, and we
shouldn’t try.  Our job is to unleash the innovative spirit of our
people.  Today, I am announcing that I will bring government,
labor and business together to craft and implement a single,
focused strategic plan to grow Wisconsin’s economy.

Here in Madison, the University has always been an engine
for economic growth.  For example, the cutting edge research in
biotechnology at the University will provide not only dramatic
medical breakthroughs, but also millions of dollars in new
investment, new jobs and new opportunities for our people.  But
we also must take advantage of the resources and expertise of
our other university and technical college campuses to foster
economic growth throughout the state.
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But there is probably nothing we can do to help economic
growth more than to balance this budget without raising taxes.

Some have suggested that we should just do as many other
states are doing and raise taxes.  But you know what, if we were
to try to solve this problem through tax hikes, we would have to
increase income taxes 37% this year or increase the sales tax by
51%.  Obviously, raising taxes is not the answer.

Holding the line on taxes helps our businesses grow, makes
us more competitive with other states, and creates job
opportunities for our families.

To be sure one of things that makes Wisconsin such a
wonderful place to live is our natural resources – our lakes,
streams, and forests.  It is one of the reasons I love Wisconsin.

For 12 years as Attorney General I worked to protect our
environment and that will be a major focus of our efforts for the
next four years.  One example from just yesterday:

After years of deadlock and fighting, we are moving
forward to cleaning up the dangerous toxic chemicals that have
polluted the Fox River.  Yesterday, the state, the EPA and one of
the paper companies announced a down payment to start what
may become the largest cleanup of a river in North America.
It’s a step – and we have many more to go – but we’re moving in
the right direction towards a cleaner Wisconsin.

It’s a good start for this, ”the year of water.”
Finally, public integrity is Wisconsin’s proudest tradition,

and it’s time to bring it back.
That starts with this challenge: Let’s enact a

campaign−finance reform law, and let’s do it this session.  A
number of legislators, including Republican Senator Ellis and
Democrat Erpenbach have offered ideas of how to solve this
important problem.  I can’t guarantee we’ll agree on the details,
but I do promise I’ll do everything I can to find common
ground.

And let’s pass the Impartial Justice Bill so campaigns for
our state’s highest court are not controlled by big money and
special interests.

And let’s continue Wisconsin’s historic commitment to
open government by passing legislation to restore openness and
let the sun shine in.

We can make real progress on all these priorities right now.
And we can make even more once the budget crisis is out of the
way.

Our problems are deep, and our challenge is difficult.  But it
can be done.  It’s a new day in Wisconsin −− a bright, beaming
hour brimming with possibility.

From Merrill to Madison … Oshkosh to Eau Claire …
Peshtigo to Prairie du Chien … great things are happening in
Wisconsin.  And we shouldn’t forget it.

For example, if anyone doubts Wisconsin’s determination
in the face of adversity, just ask a five−foot−eight−inch kid from
Tony, Wisconsin, population 180.  He walked onto the UW
football squad rather than accept a scholarship out of state.  His
name is Jim Leonhard.  Today he’s an All−American who holds
the school record for interceptions and punt return yards.

If  anyone questions our commitment to kids, just ask Carol
Hooker, a star fifth−grade teacher at Franklin Pierce
Elementary in Milwaukee. Carol became a teacher through the
Milwaukee Teacher Education Center, or MTEC −− a
not−for−profit teacher certification program that provides
qualified, diverse educators for the Milwaukee public schools.
MTEC helps career−track professionals become certified
teachers through on−the−job training.

Carol is one of thousands of teachers in Wisconsin who are
serving our kids, even though other lines of work might offer
more glamour or financial rewards.  They’re committed to our
kids, and we should be just as committed to them.

If  anyone wonders about the value of public service, just ask
Lieutenant Michael ”Woody” Woodzicka from Appleton,
Wisconsin.  Last year, he and his partner were nominated to the
Fire and Police Hall of Fame for forcing open the second−floor
door of a burning building and carrying an unconscious
18−year−old woman to safety.  If these heroes could brave thick
smoke and blazing fire to save a woman’s life, the least you and
I can do is brave controversy and political costs to balance the
state budget.

If  anybody thinks we cannot provide health care to our
communities, just ask Gus Frank, Tribal Chairman of the Forest
County Potowatomi Tribe.  Folks in Forest County used to have
to travel all the way to Rhinelander for health care.  Not
anymore.  The Potowatomi Tribe built a $10 million health care
center in Crandon that’s open to every member of the
community.  In fact, 60 percent of its patients are non−Native
American.  More than 70 percent of kids are now immunized.
Pregnant women are getting exceptional prenatal care.  And the
clinic is serving 4,000 patients.

If  anyone questions Wisconsin’s readiness to sacrifice for a
better tomorrow, just ask the 1,650 members of the Wisconsin
National Guard who have been called up to active duty since
9/11.  No matter where you stand on foreign policy, I know
every person in this state joins me in saluting these brave men
and women for their service.

These people −− and so many more across our state −− are
proof of what Wisconsin can achieve.  And I’m not asking state
government to do anything the people of Wisconsin don’t do
every day.

Would you join me in thanking them for what they do every
day for Wisconsin.

I believe the people of Wisconsin have chosen
representatives who can rise to the greatness the moment
demands.  Just like the people we serve, we know what sacrifice
is.  We understand the right choice can be painful.  But we also
know, in equal measure, how meaningful hard work can be.

Lately, people have asked why I’d want this job in these
times.  My answer is simple.  Because I’m a son of Wisconsin.

Whenever today’s problems seem like too much to bear, I
remember what my parents’ generation faced.  They overcame
a Depression −− fought a world war −− and returned to farms
and factories and built an economy that, for all its challenges,
remains the envy of the world.

When I remember what they accomplished, and I look at
what we face, I think: We can do this, and we can be better for it.

All  we need is a government worthy of its people.  The state
of our government is troubled.  But the State of Wisconsin is as
vibrant as ever.  Thank you and let’s get to work.

January 31, 2003

ADJOURNMENT
Adjourned.
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1.   Page 2, line 20: delete �can not" and
substitute �cannot".


